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Boom-Books, United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book.
As the daughter of NY private eye Archie Goodwin, journalist Cory Thorne's response to her
crumbling marriage is to tackle a tough investigation. Twenty years ago, vocalist Mickey Ascher of
rock-protest band The Rind was slaughtered in his Back Bay penthouse. His guitarist, Dan Quasi,
disappeared. Now Unsolved Mysteries is reopening the case, just as an upscale Boston exchange
program has hired Dan Quasi's new band to play for their networking trip to France. Why would a
former rock legend, antiwar ringleader, and murder suspect choose the Eiffel Tower and EuroDisney
for his comeback? As she follows Quasi & Company from Paris -- site of her own whirlwind courtship
-- to a village strawberry festival, Cory's quest for a scoop becomes entangled with her personal
search for lost time. Meanwhile, drugs, sex, and long-buried grudges are popping up around the
band like land mines. The Bostonians' nostalgia trip turns dangerous, then deadly. Now it's urgent
for Cory to solve her father's elephant-in-the-room question: Who killed Mickey Ascher?.
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Certainly, this is actually the very best job by any author. It really is rally exciting throgh studying time. You may like how the blogger write this pdf.
-- Rudolph Jones MD-- Rudolph Jones MD

Completely essential go through ebook. I was able to comprehended almost everything using this created e pdf. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of your time (that's what catalogs are for relating to if you request me).
-- Timmothy Schulist-- Timmothy Schulist
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